Mercedes Portaro
Journey as a Para-Equestrian
Mercedes was born with
Spina Bifida, Cerebral Palsy,
Epilepsy and Autism. The
doctors said she would never
walk or talk. At the age of
three, her physiotherapist
suggested horse riding as a
form of strengthening for her
body. On her first visit to
Riding for the Disabled she
required various apparatus
and three people to support
her on the horse – she
couldn’t even sit up by
herself.
For the first few years,
Mercedes’ riding therapy was
labour intensive both on the
part of Mercedes and the
volunteers at RDA. Her
progress was slow but it was
there.

and riding. Mercedes
currently trains at RDA Carine
two days per week. In 2012
Mercedes was awarded the
Mary Ferguson Award for
‘best in show’ at the RDA
Metro Games.

Over time Mercedes’ skills
improved and she was able to
sit up unassisted. She
developed balance, speech
and coordination but most of
all fostered a love of horses

This was the first trophy she
won and a significant turning
point in her interests.
Mercedes discovered that
she could work to acquire
new

skills in dressage and
jumping and be competitive
on a grander scale. She
began riding with Claremont
Therapeutic Riding Centre
under the tutelage of National
Dressage Judge, M’liss
Henry.
M'liss saw in Mercedes much
potential and began grooming
her for National Dressage
competition.

In 2014 Mercedes was selected to

nurturing Mercedes’ abilities.

Most recently, Sharon invited Mercedes

represent Western Australia at the

Mercedes has travelled to Sally’s

to her property in Donnybrook for a

Special Olympic National Games in

property in Victoria and taken part in

three-day camp. This was an

Melbourne. She won one gold and

camps and workshops. Sally is a

invaluable experience where Mercedes

three bronze medals. The following

valuable resource for Mercedes when

was trained privately by Sharon to

year Mercedes once again represented

traveling as Sally often lends one of her

improve her balance, control of the

the state at the RDA National Dressage

specially-trained horses to Mercedes for horse’s gait and dressage skills.

Competition – again in Melbourne. This

competition. Sally also visits Perth on a

Sharon was thrilled with Mercedes’

competition is the forum for talent

regular basis and Mercedes is always

attention and enthusiasm and has

spotting for future Paralympic

included in her busy schedule. Her

already included her in pre-Paralympic

contenders. Mercedes won two firsts, a

most recent lesson with Sally was in the training opportunities in Melbourne and

second and a third and took out the

first week of February this year.

invited her back to Donnybrook in April.

championship in her class.
Sharon Jarvis competed in Rio last year Jon Pitts is a Human Performance
Mercedes has also won Junior

and in Beijing in 2008. Sharon has

Equestrian Athlete of the Year for the

watched Mercedes’ progress over many with leading athletes. As a Sports

Special Olympics – an award she was

years and is very encouraging. She

Scientist, he has developed a wide

very honoured to receive.

has many resources available to her

knowledge base of physical and mental

because of her Paralympic career and

performances. Based in the United

she is always eager to share these

Kingdom, and working with equestrians

resources with Mercedes. These

in both the Olympic and Paralympic

include coaches who visit from Europe

arenas, Mercedes was introduced to

and a horse simulator which is set up

Jon late last year. Jon has also taken a

specifically for dressage training.

particular interest in Mercedes’ vast

Since her national experiences began,
Mercedes has caught the attention of a
few important people in the industry.
Sally Francis, Team Manager of the
Australian Paralympic Equestrian Team,

potential and has her on his radar to

has taken a particular interest in

Receiving a special jumping award from
Sally Francis

Coach who travels the world working

include in each visit he makes to Perth.

Training with Sharon Jarvis

Coaching session with Jon Pitts

We are looking for support in the form

opportunities to support Mercedes in

Disabled Association, International Day

of sponsorship to pay for Mercedes’

her journey to National Championships

of People with Disabilities and ACTIV

lessons at Claremont Therapeutic

and possible International Competitions

Foundation. She is an eager and

Riding Centre. She receives a small

each year.

conscientious ambassador both for

amount of government funding which
covers one lesson per week. The other

people with disabilities and her sport.
Mercedes is very happy to speak about
her experiences and has a PowerPoint

Sponsors are mentioned each time

would also eagerly welcome

presentation which she has given at

Mercedes competes in the arena and

sponsorship to support bi-monthly trips

various events including AGMs,

she is happy to display logos on her

fundraising events and other special

training gear. We also send regular

Equestrian Training Clinic Series with

occasions. She has presented at

updates with photos of her progress

Sharon Jarvis. There are also

places such as Lovan Legal,

and achievements.

two lessons total $3,000 per year. We

to Melbourne to attend the Para

Community TAB, Riding for the

Mercedes’ interactions and generosity of spirit is infectious. She is a very valuable member of the community as, by her
example of tenacious determination, she encourages people to reach for the stars. This message of hope is more relevant
today than ever before.
Your support will flow over into the broader community with Mercedes as conduit.

